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Black Forest

Black Forest  4-15

Cities & villages  22-39
Bad Bellingen  A12 35
Bad Liebenzell H3 31
Baden-Baden E3  35
Baiersbronn E/F6 35
Blumberg F/G11 36
Bühl-Bühlertal D/E4 36
Dornstetten F6 36
Donaueschingen und Hüfingen F10 22 
Enztal F/G3 32
(Bad Wildbad, Enzklösterle, Höfen)
Ferienland im Schwarzwald E9 37
(Furtwangen, Schönwald, Schonach, St. Georgen, Triberg)
Freiburg C10 37 
Freudenstadt und Lossburg F6 23
Hochschwarzwald D/E10/11 24
(Breitnau, Eisenbach, Feldberg, Friedenweiler, 
Hinterzarten, Lenzkirch, Löffingen, St. Märgen, St. Peter,  
Schluchsee,Titisee-Neustadt)
Hornberg E8 37
Kaiserstuhl–Tuniberg  A/B9 38
(Bahlingen a.K., Bötzingen a.K., Breisach a.Rh., Eichstetten 
a.K., Gottenheim, Ihringen a.K., March, Merdingen, Riegel 
a.K., Sasbach a.K., Vogtsburg i.K., Whyl a.K.)
Karlsruhe              F1 38
Kinzigtal              C6-F8 25
(Alpirsbach, Bad Rippoldsau-Schapbach, Berghaupten, 
Biberach, Fischerbach, Gengenbach, Gutach, 
Haslach, Hausach, Hofstetten, Hornberg, Lauterbach, 
Mühlenbach, Nordrach, Oberharmersbach, Oberwolfach, 
Ohlsbach, Schenkenzell, Schiltach, Schramberg, 
Steinach, Wolfach, Zell a.H.)
Mitten im Schwarzwald  E/F9  30   
(Königsfeld, Unterkirnach, Villingen-Schwenningen, 
Vöhrenbach)
Münstertal/Staufen B11 26
Oberkirch und Lautenbach D5 34
Offenburg C6 33
Pforzheim  H2 27
Rothauser Land   E/F12 28
(Grafenhausen, Ühlingen-Birkendorf)
Sasbachwalden   D5 38

St. BlasierLand  D12/E13  29
(Dachsberg, Häusern, Höchenschwand, Ibach, St.Blasien-
Menzenschwand, Weilheim)
Todtmoos  C12  39
Wolfach/Oberwolfach   E7  39
Zweitälerland  D8/C9  39
(Biederbach, Elzach, Gutach im Breisgau, Simonswald, 
Waldkirch, Winden im Elztal)

All forms of accommodation 
Hotels and guesthouses   40-60
Apartments and holiday rentals  46, 61-64 
  

All locations and regions, listed alphabetically

 PLAN  PAGE  PLAN  PAGE

More information and reservations:

Tourism information:
Schwarzwald Tourismus GmbH
Ludwigstraße 23, 79104 Freiburg
Tel.: + 49 (0) 761.896460
www.blackforest-tourism.com

Black Forest Booking Service:
c/o Insidergroup AG
Am Bischofskreuz 1, 79114 Freiburg
Tel.: + 49 (0) 761.88581-133
Fax: + 49 (0) 761.88581- 149
reservierung@fit-tourist.de
reservierung@schwarzwald-tourismus.info
www.fit-tourist.de

For bus and group travel, conventions and 
package tours:
Schwarzwald Tourismus GmbH
Schwenninger Straße 3
78048 Villingen-Schwenningen
Tel.:  + 49 (0) 7721.846464
service@schwarzwald-tourismus.info
www.blackforest-tourism.com
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Soul with a landscape

Oberfallengrundhof, near Gütenbach
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Visit the home of the 
Bollenhut and the Black 
Forest 

Black Forest girls, farmhouses, Black 
Forest cake and ham, the Bollenhut 
and the cuckoo clock – known the 
world over, these traditional features 
make for a storybook holiday in one 
of Europe’s most beautiful destina-
tions.

The natural surroundings shift from 
sunny vineyards to shadowy forests.  
Upland moors and lakes, climbing 
rocks and orchards, the gentle hills in 
the east and the Kaiserstuhl in the 
west are all part of the Black Forest 
holiday experience, along with broad 
valleys, narrow gorges, sprawling 
mountains and towering summits.

More than 300 cities, towns and vil-
lages are situated in the region and 
its surroundings, offering visitors 

convenient access to everything from 
adventure to enjoyment and nature 
to culture. 
The most frequently visited high-
lights of the Black Forest are towns 
like Baden-Baden and Freiburg, the 
Triberg waterfall and the world fa-
mous Titisee.  

Other attractions of the Black Forest 
include impressively beautiful and 
historic towns, the traditional half-
timbered houses, romantic castles 
and palaces, unique churches and 
monasteries.

Situated right near the German border with 

France and Switzerland, the Black Forest 

holiday region spans an area of 190 km 

from north to south and around 60 to 80 

km from east to west. There are many easy 

ways for you to reach your holiday destina-

tion in the southwest.

If traveling by car, take the A5 in the west, 

A81 in the east or A8 in the north. The Black 

Forest holiday region is well connected by 

state and federal highways. 

The region is also served by the airports in 

Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden, Lahr, Basel/Mul-

house/Freiburg, Stuttgart, Friedrichshafen, 

Strasbourg and Zurich.

The Black Forest
Traditionally hospitable.

Our beautiful landscapes, romantic towns and 
villages, famous museums and great concerts, 
traditional spas and highly acclaimed cuisine are 
among the best reasons to visit the Black Forest. 

    

Invitingly charming
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Keeping old traditions 
alive
The Black Forest has been a first-class 
cultural landscape for centuries.
The people of the Black Forest live 
their traditions with a great sense of 
pride in their roots and their achieve-
ments.  
This is also reflected in the more 
than one hundred different traditio-
nal costumes that are worn for spe-
cial occasions and festivals.
On almost every weekend of the year, 
you can experience live folk dance 
and music in any one of the villages.  

Tradition and progress, customs and 
modern-day life are all closely tied 
together here in the Black Forest. 

From the 17th to the 19th century, the 
production of glass, clocks, organs 
and brushes brought modest prospe-
rity to the valleys. Today well-known 
high-tech, wood-processing, sanitary 

and industrial firms are based here. 
For example, the organs used at 
churches and fairs around the world 
are built in Waldkirch. Bernau was 
the site of the first mass production 
of skis in 1892 and to this day, Bernau 
woodworkers, known as “Schnefler”, 
are well-known for their wooden 
houses, furniture, as well as home 
and restaurant amenities. 

More than 350 years of clockmaking 
are kept alive at the German Clock 
Museum in the town of Furtwangen. 
The Jewelry Museum in Pforzheim 
highlights Black Forest jewelry pro-
duction. And the Dorotheenhütte in 
Wolfach demonstrates how glass 
production has changed over the 
years. Visitors can create their own 
hand-blown vases at one of the last 
remaining glass manufacturers in 
the region – or hearken back to the 
Christmas ornaments and tinsel an-
gels of their youth all year round.

The Swabian-Alemannic carnival, held dur-

ing the so-called “fifth season” and very 

distinguishable from the much younger 

Rhineland carnival, demonstrates just how 

deeply rooted traditions are among the 

people of the Black Forest.

You can experience the history of the Swa-

bian-Alemannic carnival and the various 

fools’ guilds, their masks and “Häs” (cos-

tumes) throughout the year in the Narren-

schopf museum in Bad Dürrheim.    

The association of Swabian-Alemannic 

fools’ guilds, founded in 1924 in the Black 

Forest, is the oldest of its kind in Germany. 

Learn more at www.narrenschopf.de.

For more information, visit www.blackfor-

est-tourism.com.

Black Forest clock peddler

Tradition 
Right at the heart of it.

In Bernau

Timeless creations

Costumes, dances, traditions and craftsman-
ship preserve the cultural heritage of the region. 
Nearly every valley contributes its own piece to 
the region’s cultural jigsaw puzzle.
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A short excursion or longer day trip to 
one of the attractive and eventful 
towns or cities of the Black Forest 
should definitely be part of your itine-
rary. You won’t want to miss the chan-
ce to take a leisurely stroll through 
these towns and their historic centers. 

The shop windows are proof enough 
of the cultural openness of the region. 
In our towns and cities, you will not 
only find popular traditional products 
like the original Black Forest Bollenhut, 
the cuckoo clock, Black Forest ham, our 
famous Black Forest cake and kirsch, 
but also fascinating and unusual pro-
ducts from all over the world. Not only 
do guests from all over the world visit 
the Black Forest, but some have even 
decided to call it home.

That is why you will find such a surpri-
sing variety of products when you 
shop in the towns of the Black Forest. 

Everything the heart 
desires

Historic old city centers and modern 
architecture are combined in a most 
pleasant way in many places. Extraor-
dinary urban design and traditional 
half-timbered houses, sunny squares 
and idyllic alleys invite visitors on a 
journey through time.

Stroll through the Black Forest villages 
with their historic centers and breathe 
in the history of their impressive mo-
numents. The region has been a first-
class cultural landscape for centuries, 
with its monasteries, palaces, churches 
and castles. 
Tradition and progress, culture and 
nature, customs and modern-day life 
are all closely tied together here in the 
Black Forest. 

Shopping
Discover and enjoy.

A trip around town

Cathedral market in Freiburg

In small boutiques, large department 
stores, specialty shops, design and 
jewelry studios, you can browse for 
hours, make a purchase or simply ask 
for some advice.

Once you’re done, relax in one of our 
many excellent inns, cozy restaurants 
or romantic cafés, where you can en-
joy the specialties of the region and 
the typical hospitality of the Black 
Forest in a nice and quiet setting.

A visit to one of the towns in this holiday regi-
on is always worth the trip and the search for 
souvenirs can be a source of great fun. 
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Cathedral Festival in St. Blasien

Highlights
Unique experiences.

Some of the most popular events and 

exhibitions held in the Black Forest include:

• Tent-Music-Festival, Freiburg 

• Jazz Festival, Rottweil

• Festival of Voices, Lörrach

• Carnival parade, Rottweil

• Vitra-Design-Museum, Weil a. Rhein

• Clock Museum, Furtwangen

• Museum Frieder Burda, Baden-Baden

• World of Jewelry, Pforzheim

• Black Forest Cake Festival, Todtnauberg

• Festival Theatre, Baden-Baden

• Int. dog sled race, Todtmoos

• Europa-Park, Rust

For the latest dates and information, visit 

www.blackforest-tourism.com/events.

The warm and sunny region on the 
western edge of the Black Forest is 
the preferred area for winegrowing in 
Baden. The autumn wine festivals in 
Baden entice visitors to stay.
  
In addition, the Black Forest is home 
to many excellent musicians who are 
often known throughout Germany. 
And the music scene is not only limi-
ted to folk dance and music. The Zelt-
Musik-Festival (Tent Music Festival) in 
Freiburg and the Stimmen-Festival 
(Festival of Voices) in Lörrach on the 
Swiss border are both highlights of a 
young and very interesting music 
scene.

Visit one of the many events on offer 
and discover the Black Forest way of 
life!

Revel, marvel and be 
merry

In addition to the incomparable peace 
and serenity exuded by the people of 
the Black Forest, they are just as fa-
mous for their unique way of celebra-
ting and creating a festive atmosphe-
re. 

There are plenty of events that are not 
to be missed. The best thing to do is 
surprise yourself once you arrive and 
choose from the many exhibitions, 
museums, plays, folk and music festi-
vals on offer – whatever you fancy! 

A fine aroma of mulled wine and hot 
chestnuts envelopes the Christmas 
markets in winter. Black Forest fir 
trees, strings of lights and cotton can-
dy await you.
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Discover the region
Diverse and breathtaking.

Boat rental at Titisee

Europa-Park in Rust

Drift away

Black Forest adventure

One thing is for certain: The Black 
Forest is a paradise for all those who 
want to experience the outdoors ac-
tively, especially hikers and cyclists. 

With its high mountains and deep 
valleys, this holiday region boasts 
many sights worth seeing and excur-
sions worth making for those who 
want to reach beautiful and interes-
ting destinations quickly and experi-
ence them selectively.

At the top of the list is the Titisee in 
the highlands of the Black Forest. 
Located 850 meters above sea level 
and fed by the source of the Feldberg 
mountain massif, it is one of the lar-
gest natural mountain lakes in Ger-
many. If the weather is nice, a trip to 
the top of the Feldberg at 1493 m. is, 
of course, a highlight on its own.

Tips and information about various excursi-

ons, unique itineraries and travel tips are 

available in our bus and group catalogue. 

This brochure contains many tips for plan-

ning your holiday. Information is available at 

www.blackforest-tourism.com.

Planning guides for hiking holidays, along 

with a list of long-distance hiking paths, 

quality hiking routes and theme paths are 

also available on the website www.blackfo-

rest-tourism.com. 

Tips about tours, information on bike-

friendly hotels and towns, buses that trans-

port bikes, bike rentals, as well as package 

offers for holiday cyclists can also be found 

at www.blackforest-tourism.com. 

Additional information on lifts, ski trails, 

toboggan runs and winter events, as well as 

the current snow and slope conditions and 

lift prices is available at www.blackforest-

tourism.com. 

Another popular destination is the 
waterfall of Triberg (www.triberg.de), 
situated on the “Deutsche Uhrenst-
rasse” (German clock route) or re-
achable with one of the greatest 
mountain railways in Europe – the 
Schwarzwaldbahn.

In the open-air Vogtsbauernhof mu-
seum in Gutach, you can discover 
how the people of the Black Forest 
have lived and worked for the last 
400 years. You’ll also see impressive 
Black Forest farms, mills and saws, 
living rooms and barns (www.vogts-
bauernhof.org). Discover the culture 
and history of the region at first 
hand. 

Regardless of your interests or how 
you choose to travel, you’ll find 
countless welcoming country inns, 
lodges and cozy cafés on your way! 
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Black Forest cuisine 
For love of good food.

flair in almost every village or town in 
the region. And all our restaurants 
and inns serve up the highest level of 
comfort and hospitality. 

The gourmet experience is enhanced 
by Baden’s superb wines. The 160-ki-
lometer-long Baden Wine Route runs 
along the Rhine valley and leads the 
way to wine and champagne tastings 
at hospitable wineries. The many 
wine trails are also a great way to 
discover this beautiful wine country 
on foot. 

Try the local beers, too! 
Made with fresh Black Forest spring 
water according to tradition, the 
beers here are some of the best Ger-
many has to offer. Some have even 
achieved cult status beyond the bor-
ders of our region and many are only 
available here.

Germany’s region of 
culinary delights  

The culinary delights of the Black Fo-
rest region are reason enough to pay 
us a visit. Whether you’re at a starred 
restaurant or the village inn, our 
chefs combine the finesse of Baden, 
Swabian, Alsatian and Swiss cuisine, 
often with surprising results.

A look at the menu will tell you much 
about the landscape, the season and 
the region’s love of cooking – tender 
beef in pepper sauce, Bibbeleskäs 
with Brägele (a dish with fresh cheese 
and sautéed potatoes), roulade of 
Black Forest trout or saddle of veni-
son served Baden-Baden style. One 
glance and you won’t be able to 
choose!

Vacationers will find at least one res-
taurant or inn with a unique gourmet 

Black Forest cake, kirsch and Black Forest ham 
– the world is well aware of these and other 
hearty regional specialities. How about you?

No other region in Germany boasts more 

stars and awards for its great food and res-

taurants.

An overview of the more than 400 restau-

rants decorated with stars and various 

other awards for gourmet excellence can be 

found at www.blackforest-tourism.com.
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Booking services 
Travelling made easy.

We offer you …

• competent partners for bus and 
 group trips
•  more than 100 offers in English,  
 French, Italian and German to be  
 booked starting with simple count- 
 ry inns up to a 4* hotels
• Surplus program (modules)
• Tour suggestions and tips for ou- 
 tings

We organize the appropriate accom-
modation for your group. Our staff of 
the Group Department will be glad 
to answer all your questions about 
further information and individual 
wishes.

And of course a wonderful program 
with accompanying events! Tasting,
excursions, sightseeing, city tours, 
tourist guide for day trips, and many 
more.

Central Accommodation Service

Schwarzwald Tourismus GmbH

Geschäftsstelle

Villingen-Schwenningen

Schwenninger Str. 3

D-78048 Villingen-Schwenningen

Tel.: +49 (0) 7721 . 84 64 64

Fax: +49 (0) 7721 . 84 64 11

www.blackforest-tourism.com.

SchwarzwaldCard
(Black Forest Card)

Because the holiday region is so large 
and the opportunitites for sightsee-
ing, visiting attractions, leisure and 
adventure parks so varied, you will 
want to plan your holiday budget 
very carefully.

For the enterprising holiday-maker 
there is a unique offer in the Black 
Forest that really helps to save mon-
ey: the SchwarzwaldCard. It gives you 
free entrances or free travel or other 
advantages at over 130 attractions in 
the whole holiday region. It is valid on 
three days of your choice. Enterpris-
ing users can easily save 60 Euros 
with it. With good planning that be-
comes even more, since many attrac-
tions also give reductions outside the 
three core days.

More information:                     www.blackforest-tourism.com

KONUS-Guest Card
Bus and rail for free!
During your holiday in the Black Forest in more than 130 cities and communities 
you have a sensational advantage – You receive the KONUS Guest Card (KONUS-
Gästekarte) and can use busses and trains free of charge!

How can you use KONUS?
With your registration with your host in one of the participating holiday 
destinations you will receive the Schwarzwald-Gästekarte. The Schwarzwald-
Gästekarte replaces the local spa card and allows entrance to many facilities at 
a reduced price in the Black Forest.

The Schwarzwald-Gästekarte with the KONUS-symbol serves as a ticket for the 
local transport system and also offers many other services.

The KONUS Guest Card is valid during the registered period of time of your stay 
in all busses and trains of the participating associations of transport companies 
(look for participating associations of transport compa-
nies) as a 2nd class ticket.

Note:  Exceptions are ICE-, IC and EC connections 
as well as mountain railways and funiculars.

Schwarzwaldbahn Kinzigtal



The Classic 
Black Forest Tour
From Freiburg head up the Glottertal valley to 
St. Peter with its baroque onastery church, 
which is definitely worth visiting. Continue up 
Kandel mountain, stopping to take in the beau-
tiful panoramic view over the Black Forest and 
the Rhine plain. For organ lovers of all types and 
sizes the next stop en route is Waldkirch with its 
unique organ museum, before continuing via 
Elzach and Oberprechtal on more scenic, but 
occasionally narrower roads into Gutachtal. Visit 
the „Vogtsbauernhof“ open air museum where 
over 30 original farmhouses and other buildings 
commemorate the cultural history of the whole 
Black Forest region. Continue along the B33 to 
Germany‘s highest waterfalls in Triberg which 
cascades 163m down 7 levels. Now take the 
B500 in the direction of Hinterzarten to Furt-
wangen on one of the prettiest trunk roads in 
the southern Black Forest, with numerous at-
tractive vantage points. The clock museum in 
Furtwangen is well worth a further digression. 
Round the day off with a stroll along the prom-
enade in Titisee.

Outing to the Black-Forest 
open-air museum
“Vogtsbauernhof”
Via Offenburg to Gengenbach (historical town 
centre) proceed on the B33 towards Hausach 
and before reaching Gutach you will find the 
“Vogtsbauernhof” on your right. Here you will 
discover Black-Forest culture and history. Get 
back in time. Where formerly stood on wide 
plains the well-preserved Vogt farm house now 
stand a multifold of historical building from 
various Black-Forest regions, revving the past 
and inviting you to walk through the different 
cultures. A year-round event program and 
many event highlights, starting with festivities 
showing traditional costumes up to a sort of 
harvest feast, will make your visit of the mu-
seum a memorable one. Opening hours from 
end of April to start of November

Excursion to 
Lake Constance
From Freiburg take the B31 via Titisee and Bon-
ndorf to Stuehlingen, and cross the border into 
Switzerland at Schleitheim. Visit the Rhine Falls 
near Schaffhausen or continue straight on to 
Stein am Rhein, famous for the magnificent 
painted facades of its half-timbered buildings. 
En route to Lake Constance you first come to 
the town of Constance and the border crossing 
back into Germany. Visit the historical city 
centre with its casino and make time for a 
round trip on the lake, or a ferry trip over to 
Meersburg. Before setting off back to the Black 
Forest don’t miss a trip to the famous flower-
festooned island of Mainau – enjoy a lunch or a 
leisurely coffee break there. On the A81 to-
wards Stuttgart take the Geisingen/Donau-
eschingen exit, which brings you back on the 
B31 again to Freiburg. There’s no need to 
change any currency as euros are accepted in 
the border area in Switzerland.

Schwarzwald 
Hochstraße

The famous panorama road from Baden-Baden 
to Freudenstadt is an absolute must for all 
people visiting the Black Forest. The road con-
structed în 1932 in its present trace stretches 
along heights of 600 to 1000 m and offers the 
visitor amazing views onto the Rhine valley 
and up to the Vosges mountains. Natural cen-
tres of attraction are the Hornisgrinde, with its 
1184 m the highest mountain of the Northern 
Black Forest, the Mummelsee at an altitude of 
988 m with its legend of mermaids, the pro-
tected landscapes at the Schliffkopf and the 
Ruhstein as well as the Schwarzenbach dam. 
Enjoy the cosmopolitan hospitality of the ho-
tels along the road, e.g. of the world-famous 
Schlosshotel Bühlerhöhe, of the Berghotel 
Mummelsee and the Schliffkopf hotel.

Baden-Baden – 
Straßburg
Visit Baden-Baden, the city known worldwide 
for its baths, recreational value, its congress hall 
and festivals, on the edge of the Northern Black 
Forest. You must absolutely go to see the spa 
hotel with the loveliest casino of the world and 
the spa gardens along the Lichtentaler Allee, 
once the promenade of the European high 
nobility. Other attractions you shouldn’t miss: 
the pump room, the theatre, the Brahms house, 
the Stourdza band, the Russian church and the 
cloister Lichtental. When driving the Autobahn 
A5 in direction of Basel, you will reach Stras-
bourg in the Alsace in about one hour’s time. 
The tower of the cathedral Nôtre Dame, one of 
the most imposing edifices of the Middle Ages, 
soars from the city centre to be seen miles away. 
The old part of town was declared a World Cul-
tural Heritage Site by the UNESCO. Thanks to its 
many timbered houses and picturesque quar-
ters of town, such as the quarter of the tanners, 
of the millers or the fishers, the city has pre-
served its medieval character. 

Titisee, Feldberg 
and Schluchsee
… high above and at a short distance from 
Freiburg, seems to magically draw the visitors’ 
attention. The Titisee, 2 km in length and 750 m 
in width, is the largest natural lake within the 
German low-mountain ranges. Beach, boat 
rental and tours make it even more attractive. 
The crowning glory of the Black-Forest moun-
tains is the Feldberg with its 1,494 m. It is re-
spectfully called “Highness” and has lots to 
offer, not only during winter. The mountain sta-
tion is the starting point of many breathtaking 
hiking tours. Schluchsee will then be reached 
via Altglashütten. It was originally a glacial 
lake and the concrete dam has made it to the 
largest lake of our region with about 5 km2 
and bathing as well as water sports centre.

Tour suggestions
The aim is to make 
discoveries.

21Schluchsee
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Donaueschingen und Hüfingen

Donaueschingen
Karlstraße 58 • 78166 Donaueschingen 
Tel. +49 (0) 7 71 / 85 72 21 • Fax +49 (0) 7 71 / 85 72 28 
tourist.info@donaueschingen.de 
www.donaueschingen.de

Located in the nature park Southern Black Forest the towns Donaueschingen 
and Hüfingen invite you to spend a care-free holiday with fun and cultural events 
in the middle of an almost unspoiled natural landscape.

At the beginning of the Donau lies Donaueschingen between the Black 
Forest hills and Lake Constance. Discover the cultural treasures of the Lords of 
Fürstenberg, the source of the Donau in the palace garden and the art-nouveau 
ornaments of the city. Countless options for sports like golf (18- and 9-hole 
courses), horse riding, hiking or cycling in a great nature as well as international 
events offer perfect conditions for a relaxing and entertaining time. A varied offer 
on accommodation and restaurants makes your wishes come true.

By the way: 
In Donaueschingen every overnight guest receives the KONUS guest card which 
allows the guest to travel by local public transport free of charge.

The idyllic resort Hüfingen – with the Breg flowing through –and with lovingly restored and 
preserved old city centre is located at the border of the Black Forest. The museum-like Roman bath 
ruin, the city Museum of Art and History, the School museum take the guests back into the past. 
The family water park Aquari with sauna, well-developed footpaths and cycling roads, nature trail, 
orchid nature trail, geography nature trail and still more offer guests a change from everyday life.

The traditional flower carpet at the feast of Corpus Christi as well as the international ceramic 
weeks with a pottery market, the “Hüfinger Sommertheater” a summer theatre and the Roman fe-
stival attract a lot of visitors every year. Baden hospitality is of the utmost importance in Hüfingen.

Altitude: Min. 546, Max. 950

Donaueschingen

•  „HörBa(a)r“ – music and cabaret festival 
 (April)

•  „Jazz-Night“ (August)

•  Int. Horseback riding tournament 
 (September)

•  „Music Days in Donaueschingen“ (October)

Hüfingen

•  Tourism fair (April)

•  Culture night (May/June)

•  Corpus Christi procession with flower carpet  
 (June)

• Int. ceramic weeks including pottery market 
   (2 weekend in September)

iF6

Freudenstadt und Lossburg

Freudenstadt Tourismus
Marktplatz 64 • 72250 Freudenstadt
Tel. +49 (0) 74 41 / 864-0 • Fax +49 (0) 74 41 / 864-777
touristinfo@freudenstadt.de
www.freudenstadt-tourismus.de

Freudenstadt in the Black Forest … simply the best climate!
Welcome to Freudenstadt, lovingly known as „The Secret Capital of the Black 
Forest“. Built in an architectural style of the late Renaissance Duke Friedrich 
created a real gem in the middle of the Black Forest in the year 1599. The reco-
gnition factor was at that time already unquestioned with its largest market 
place in the Mühlebrett-Muster and the City Church build in an angled form. 
Sport & Nature: Freudenstadt is always on an innovating course regarding 
tourism and off ers its guests and population quality of life, relaxation and re-
creation. To meet this objective more than 350 km of signposted foot paths and 
the title “Climatic Health Resort”(e.g. there are 7 hiking routes and guided hikes 
with a special healthy climate touch. The location of Freudenstadt as DSV Nordic 
Active Centre with various sporting options like cycling, golf, hang gliding, horse 
riding and tennis and many more fulfi l every wish. Unique is also the Visitors’ 
Information Centre Black Forest Highstreet (Schwarzwaldhochstraße) with the 
inviting Kniebis hut. GEOCACHING off ers a bit of adventure. With a GPS device 
the guest goes on a modern-day treasure hunt. 

Altitude: min. 550, max. 1000

Recreation & Relaxation: Freudenstadt has countless hotels and restaurants so that the 
guest’s relaxation and enjoyment of culinary highlights is taken care of. 
Art & Culture: There are many things to discover and try on these subjects as well. How about 
for example a visit to the experience museum “Experimenta”, a very tempting guided city tour  
with Duke Friedrich I in person or a visit to the theatre with international TV and fi lm stars? 
Don’t miss the open-air summer theatre in Freudenstadt in front of a captivating backdrop, the 
magical night, that puts a magical atmosphere over the whole city and of course the traditional 
Christmas market.  
The Lossburger Ferienland – Award winner of the state competition “Family Holidays“
Welcome to your all-seasons wellness region! Lossburg with its seven picturesque villages 
greets its guests with a heart-warming welcome and a wide variety of off ers for an active, 
wellness or relaxing holiday. Experience the Black Forest hospitality and enjoy the local cuisine 
of our nature park hosts. 
Family time: Lossburg as a family resort belongs to “The Best of the Black Forest” and is 
the winner of the state competition Family Holidays. Paying a visit to the shepherds and 
wood cutters – great Take-Part action in the summer holiday programme- a children’s 
dream come true…
Nature trail Magical Landscape on the Kinzig (Zauberland an der Kinzig)… discover 
the magical side of nature. Surrounding the source of the small river Kinzig there is an 
exceptionally-formed part of nature. Meet the enchanting Kinzig fairy, the fairytale woman, or 
the Kinzig ghost steeped in legends.

Cities & villages: Freudenstadt und LossburgCities & villages: Donaueschingen und Hüfingen
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Hochschwarzwald Tourismus GmbH
Freiburger Straße 1 • 79856 Hinterzarten
Tel. +49 (0) 76 52 / 12 06-0 • Fax +49 (0) 76 52 / 12 06-89 219 
info@hochschwarzwald.de 
www.hochschwarzwald.de

Black Forest Highlands – high-mountain feeling 
The Black Forest Highlands with the villages Breitnau, Eisenbach, Feldberg, 
Friedenweiler, Hinterzarten, Lenzkirch, Löffingen, Schluchsee, St. Märgen, 
St. Peter and Titisee-Neustadt offer everything that makes the Black Forest so 
beautiful. The villages stand for a unique natural landscape. Here you will find 
fresh air to breathe and relaxation for body and soul.
Black Forest Highlands –high up hiking on the mountains 
The hiking region Black Forest Highlands is one of the most interesting and 
varied hiking destinations in Germany. On more than 1000 km sign-posted 
footpaths through forests and meadows, along lakes and creeks, over 
mountains and along gorges the region has everything to make the hiking 
lover’s heart beat faster.  
Black Forest Highlands – highly active 
Not only pros know: The Black Forest Highlands is the biking paradise of 
Germany. Whether it is a beginner’s tour or for those who want to enjoy the 
country side or cross-country adventures, here wishes will come true. The 
Black Forest Highlands presents itself as a very sporting region throughout the 
year – first-rate golfing, Nordic walking, sailing, rowing, tennis, horse riding, 

climbing – are only a few examples of holiday activities in the Black Forest Highlands.
Black Forest Highlands – highly adventurous 
Being bored is definitely out of the question here! Families with children will have 
everything they wish for to spend an unforgettable holiday in our family-friendly region.
Black Forest Highlands – highly enjoyable
From a hearty meal to an exquisite dinner the Black Forest Highlands offers culinary 
highlights and hospitality everywhere.
Black Forest Highlands – highly relaxing
Letting yourself be spoiled? Relaxing a bit? Forgetting about everyday life? Relaxing 
holidays are our speciality. We will spoil you throughout the year!
Black Forest Highlands – highly sporting in winter 
In the winter season the high regions of the Black Forest Highlands are alluring. The 
region’s ski paradises are located at a height between 850 and 1493 meters. Skiing, 
cross-country skiing, snowboarding, winter hiking, walking with snow shoes or sledging 
– here everybody can have his own winter experience.
Black Forest Highlands – highly cultural
The Black Forest Highlands is well-known across the nation for its events: 
High-quality concerts, plays, musicals, operas, cabarets, traditions and Christmas 
markets. The countless museums of the region satisfy the thirst for knowledge of the 
locals and the guests.
New: bathing paradise in the Titisee from December 2010

For even more information visit our web site: www.Black Forest Highlands.de

Altitude: min. 800, max. 1493

Kinzigtal

iC-E 
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Kinzigtal Tourismus
Im Winzerhof • 77723 Gengenbach  
Tel. +49 (0) 78 03 / 9 30 -143 • Fax +49 (0) 78 03 / 9 30 -142 
katalog@kinzigtal.com 
www.kinzigtal.com

The locals of the Kinzig Valley welcome their guests warmly and invite them to 
conviviality, music and merry festivals. 
Picturesque villages, dreamy spots and cozy Black Forest farms, beautiful 
old town houses, tours filled with experiences through flowering meadows, 
summer forests, vineyards in autumn and over the enchanting Black Forest 
highlands in winter: Experience carefree holidays in the Kinzig Valley!

From horse riding to hang gliding, from the half-pipe to the vineyard hiking 
route, from fun with the family in a pool to idyllic spots on the forest’s edge, 
from the spotless green for the golfer to the superb signposted cycle paths for 
cyclists and mountain bikers the Kinzig Valley has attractions for all ages and 
interests. 

For example the popular Kinzig Valley cycling route has been signposted 
obstacle-free and the newly opened wolf and bear park now has more wolves 

and bears in their natural surrounding besides Bruno’s mama.

The bright red Bollenhut is the trademark of the Black Forest. Yet strictly speaking the Kinzig 
Valley and its villages Gutach, Kirnbach and Hornberg-Reichenbach are its home. This is some-
thing the Kinzig Valley is proud of, just as of a lot more traditions. The music of the costume 
bands, the marching-up of the vigilantes and the dances of the costume groups are part of the-
se traditions. The old trades and the deeply rooted traditions of the Alemannischen Fastnacht 
(Carnival) are well-cultivated with great care. The Kinzig Valley is a cultural highlight. 

Even the Romans built a few streets here as they organized their trade and military routes in 
Germania. Today the holiday region in the middle of the Black Forest hold the key to open a few 
cultural treasures for guests: Museums and galleries, ruins of castles and historic Black Forest 
farms, living traditions, music from classic to pop, jazz to folk music, theatre and folklore. 

Take a deep breath and feel the clean air in the Kinzig Valley. This is proven by the many 
acknowledged and certified resorts for especially clean air and recreation and the certified spa 
in this region. 

Whether you are looking for a group trip or individual trio, sporting activities or recreation 
– the holiday attractions and offers of this region are just as varied as its inhabitants and its 
country side.

Altitude: Min. 175, Max. 940

Cities & villages: Ferienregion Hochschwarzwald: Breitnau • Eisenbach • Feldberg • Friedenweiler • Hinterzarten 
   Lenzkirch • Löffingen • St.Märgen • St.Peter • Schluchsee • Titisee-Neustadt

Cities & villages: Kinzigtal: Alpirsbach • Bad Rippoldsau-Schapbach • Berghaupten • Biberach • Fischerbach • Gengenbach   
  Gutach • Haslach • Hausach • Hofstetten • Hornberg • Lauterbach • Mühlenbach • Nordrach • Oberharmersbach 
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Ferienregion Münstertal Staufen

Ferienregion Münstertal Staufen
Wasen 47 • 79244 Münstertal 
Tel. +49 (0) 76 36 / 7 07 -40 • Fax +49 (0) 76 36 / 7 07 -48 
touristinfo@muenstertal-staufen.de 
www.muenstertal-staufen.de

The holiday region Münstertal Staufen is located between the sunny vineyards 
of the Markgräflerland and the mountain region of the southern Black Forest 
with the striking Belchen (1.414 m). From the Mediterranean atmosphere of the 
soft vineyard hills to the impressing rock formations with an Alpine touch – 
here every guest will find his or her individual favourite landscape. Every one of 
the four holiday resorts has its own characteristics and offers a variety of holiday 
activities.

Münstertal is embedded in one of the most beautiful valleys of the Black 
Forest and is the ideal spot for nature lovers who love the open and free 
landscape with impressing views. The monastery and architectural gem St.
Trudpert is located in a fairytale country side in the middle of the valley. Over all 
this the Belchen rises up majestically, for many the most beautiful mountain of 
the Black Forest. Treasure hunts in a visitors’ mine, bees and hives in the Bee 
museum, county life in an original Black Forest farm of 1902 – one week is not 
enough time to discover the evident and hidden treasures of the Münstertals.

Altitude: Min. 330, Max. 1414

At the foot of the Schlossberg with its castle ruins the City of Faust Staufen is located and has 
an excellent cultural programme. A stroll through the winding alleys lets you walk on the 
streets of the lovingly restored medieval town and follow the traces of the well-known 
alchemist Dr. Faust who was desperately looking for a way to make gold and therefore made a 
pact with the devil himself Mephistopheles. Guaranteed devilish good after the walk will be 
the piece of Black Forest gateau in one of the well-known cafés. 

Ballrechten-Dottingen plays with its charm as a traditional wine producing village and is 
with 200 ha vines one of the most important wine producing districts in the Markgräflerland. 
On a walk on the nearby Castell hill you will dive into this wine-growing tradition and enjoy at 
the same time the view over the Rhine Valley up to the Vosges. 

With the village Ehrenkirchen the holiday region borders on the city of Freiburg. Its parts of 
town are located like pearls in a row on a necklace on the south side of the Schönberg. Wine 
growing is the major form of income here and reaches its regional peak with the prominent 
Ehrenstetter Ölberg.  More than 100 km hiking and mountain biking routes reveal the varied 
country side between the Black Forest, Hexental and Schönberg. 

We would be pleased to be of help to you with an individual offer. We are looking forward to 
your visit!

Pforzheim 

iH2 Tourist-Information Pforzheim
Marktplatz 1 • 75175 Pforzheim
Tel. +49 (0) 72 31 / 39 37 00 • Fax +49 (0) 72 31 / 39 37 07
tourist-info@ws-pforzheim.de 
www.pforzheim.de • www.ws-pforzheim.de

Well-known as the Gold City it is the centre of the German jewellery and clock 
industry for more than 240 years already. The name of this city: Pforzheim in 
the northern Black Forest. The “Gateway to the Black Forest” with its three rivers 
and a population of 118,000 has developed into a great visitors’ magnet in the 
last couple of years. Visitors from all over the world come to Pforzheim to 
experience the shining Gold City vividly all year around.

Like for instance in the world-wide unique Jewellery Museum Pforzheim in the 
Reuchlinhaus (photo below right side). About 2,000 exhibits from 5000 years of 
jewellery history can be viewed here. The main emphasis of the permanent 
exhibition lies on the precious objects from the ancient world, Renaissance and 
Art Nouveau as well as the well-known ring collection. Ethno-graphical 
jewellery gives an insight into foreign civilizations. Ornate pocket watches 
show the clock-making history and goldsmith’s Artikel from the 17th till the 
19th century. A further highlight of the Gold City is the exhibition and shopping 
centre Schmuckwelten Pforzheim on 4,000m² which is unique in Europe and 
presents jewellery, clocks and watches. It is an event to walk through the 
imaginative sphere. Visitors can feel a wall of pure gold (photo on the left side 

below), accompany a pearl diver into the depths of the ocean, can fl y into the universe 
with a star lift and gain more impressions of an unforgettable kind.

The Technical Museum of the Pforzheimer jewellery, clock and watches industry fi lls its 
visitors with enthusiasm, when the production of clocks is demonstrated on working 
historical machines. Under guidance from goldsmiths the visitor can produce their own 
jewellery in a hobby jewellery course. Dates: course 113 / 21st   – 25th of March, course 
114 / 25th – 29th of July, course 115 / 07th    – 11th of November. 

Car summer 2011: “MOTORISSIMO – the festival of cars” from 24th - 26th of June 2011 
in the Gold City Pforzheim. The breath-taking weekend in the car summer! 

Historical stories can be found in the Gold City in the City Museum (Original
fruit and grape scales by Ferdinand Oechsle, Bertha-Benz-car), in the palace and 
monastery church St. Michael (tomb of the Baden Fürstenhaus), with the Museum 
Johannes Reuchlin, in the archeologically important site Kappelhof (Roman excavation 
site) as well as other museums. More than 90 diff erent animal species can be observed 
in the Animal Preserve Pforzheim. A petting zoo with goats and lamas as well as a 
children’s farm let the hearts of the children lighten up. A varied climbing park is 
available for individuals and groups. 

Get to know the Gold City with all its treasures!

Altitude: Min. 235, Max. 608

Cities & villages: Ferienregion Münstertal Staufen: Ballrechten-Dottingen • Ehrenkirchen • Münstertal • Staufen Cities & villages: Pforzheim
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Rothauser Land Grafenhausen/Ühlingen-Birkendorf

Rothauser Land 
Schulstraße 1 • 79865 Grafenhausen 
Tel. +49 (0) 77 48 / 5 20 41 • Fax +49 (0) 77 48 / 5 20 42 
info@rothauserland.de 
www.rothauserland.de

Sunny highlands, fissured rock formations and unspoiled forests put their stamp 
on the Rothauser Country as one of the most-varied holiday country sides in the 
Nature Park Southern Black Forest. The view over to the Alps and to the Feldberg 
is breath-taking. Located near the Wutach Gorge and the Schluchsee Lake the 
region Grafenhausen-Rothaus, the location of the Baden state brewery by the 
same name, extends over to the village Ühlingen-Birkendorf, approximately 
20km to the deeply fissured valley of Steina, Mettma, Schwarza and the 
Schlücht.

The offer on holiday activities is just as varied as the landscape itself. 40 circular 
walks and hikes are part of a foot-path network of more than 300 km and to top 
this there is a Nordic walking centre. For cyclists there are signposted circular. 
In the summer time bathing in the Naturena Lake and the Schlücht Lake forms 
a definite highlight. Winter guests can make use of a foot-path network free of 
snow, about 60km DSV certified cross-country ski runs, 2 lifts and 3 toboggan 
runs. Indoor pool, sauna, solarium, table tennis, billiards and fitness locations 
are open throughout the year.

On the nature trail, at the trapper meeting, in the forest planted to protect 
against avalanches, on visiting a farm or a bee-keeper, on seeing shooting stars, 

at milking a mare or a fungus seminar the guests can become aware of unspoiled nature. Flying 
in a hot-air balloon you can enjoy the landscape from a completely different angle. 

Spa concert, cabaret, traditional costume events and events of associations form the cultural 
frame. Cultural gems are the museum Hüsli (TV series “Die Schwarzwaldklinik”) and the 
monastery Riedern. Sculptures of an art symposium make the spa park Grafenhausen look like 
an open-air gallery. The museum mill Tannenmühle, the Narrenhüsli Ühlingen and the state 
brewery Rothaus are also worth a visit.

Carnival (Fastnacht) with its fire spectacle Schiebeschlage forms the cultural highlight of the 
year on the Saturday after Carnival. Further highlights are the consecration of the ornately pro-
duced palms on Palm Sunday, the flower carpets at the Corpus Christi procession, the Harvest 
Festival procession in Berau with the traditional Harvest crown or even the country fair (Chilbi) 
with the rather new tradition of Hagehole, bringing home the bulls from the summer pastures. 

Those interested in as clear and exclusive wellness offer can find what they are looking for in 
the Parkhotel Pavillion, in the 3-star Hotel Sonnhalde and in the holiday estate Schiesselhof. In 
the Schlüchtseehof you can learn the secrets of mare milk. And in the Pranaseminaren of the 
nature healing practice Stöhr the guest will learn about life-energy and the natural healing 
resources of the body.

With the award as state winner of “Familienferien” (family holiday) for Birkendorf  in the year 
2003 and the repeated granting of the award for Grafenhausen in the year 2009, the Rothauser 
Land can proudly present itself as very family-friendly. Treasure hunting with GPS and the 
Harry-Potter-Rallies are only 2 examples of our more than 200 family events.

Climatic spa, altitude: Min. 400, Max. 1100

St. BlasierLand 
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St  Blasien Menzenschwand

Tourismus-Marketing GmbH St. Blasier Land
Am Kurgarten 1 • 79837 St. Blasien 
Tel. +49 (0) 76 72 / 48 16 80 • Fax +49 (0) 76 72 / 48 16 86 
info@st.blasierland.de 
www.st.blasierland.de

Its unique location as the centre piece of the Nature Park Southern Black Forest 
Highlands makes the St. BlasierLand a first class holiday region throughout the 
year. The climatic health resorts St. Blasien and Höchenschwand, the resorts 
with particular good air Menzenschwand and Häusern as well as the holiday 
resort Dachsberg, Weilheim and Ibach together are the touristic region St. 
BlasierLand. 
Starting with the right accommodation of your choice we offer you a wide 
variety of sporting, cultural and of course culinary highlights throughout the 
year. On the south side of the Black Forest you can really enjoy life surrounded 
by a natural and cultural interesting area which is especially attractive due to 
its healthy climate, the living traditions and the unspoiled nature. This great 
unique landscape can be best experienced up-close while hiking and mountain 
biking, Nordic walking and winter sports. A network of well-signposted paths, 
countless ski lifts for beginners and experienced skiers as well as hundreds 
of kilometres of cross-country ski runs and winter hiking paths complete our 
leisure-time offer. 

Altitude: Min. 520, Max. 1200
Historico-cultural centre of the region is the town St. Blasien with its well-known cathedral 
dome. Its great dome – the biggest dome this side of the Alps – is also the landmark of the 
town and a popular destination.

Top events in the St. Blasierland
09th of July – 27th of August 2011: International cathedral concerts in the Dom St. Blasien. 
Besides this there are monastery concerts St.Blasien throughout the year for music lovers.
28th of August - 04th of September 2011: Int. wood carving competition in St. Blasien. Art 
lovers can experience up-close how wooden sculptures are created during the wood carving week.
13th of August-15th of August2011: Restaurants in Höchenschwand serve culinary 
highlights.
30th of July – 07th of August 2011: German-Swiss week of friendship “Grüezi Schweiz” in 
Häusern. End of July, beginning of August 2011: Kohlermeiler days in Dachsberg – experience 
this traditional trade.
09th of July – 11th of July 2011: Rose days in the Black Forest rose village Nöggenschwiel. 
Let the many different roses enchant you in the rose garden.

More information on the internet site: www.st.blasierland.de.
We are looking forward to welcoming you in St. Blasierland.

Cities & villages: Rothauser Land: Grafenhausen • Ühlingen-Birkendorf Cities & villages: St. BlasierLand: Dachsberg • Häusern • Höchenschwand • Ibach • St.Blasien-Menzenschwand • Weilheim
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Königsfeld
Rathausstr. 2 • 78126 Königsfeld 
Tel. +49 (0) 77 25 /80 09 - 45  
Fax +49 (0) 77 25 /80 09 - 44 
tourist-info@koenigsfeld.de 
www.koenigsfeld.de

Unterkirnach 
Hauptstraße 5 • 78089 Unterkirnach 
Tel. +49 (0) 77 21 / 80 08 37  
Fax +49 (0) 77 21 / 80 08 40  
info@unterkirnach.de 
www.unterkirnach.de

Mitten im Schwarzwald

Vöhrenbach
Friedrichstraße 8 • 78147 Vöhrenbach 
Tel. +49 (0) 77 27 / 5 01 -115  
Fax +49 (0) 77 27 / 5 01 -119 
schepker@voehrenbach.de 
www.voehrenbach.de

Villingen-Schwenningen
Rietgasse 2 • 78050 Villingen-Schwenningen 
Tel. +49 (0) 77 21 / 82 23 40 
Fax +49 (0) 77 21 / 82 23 47 
tourist-info@villingen-schwenningen.de 
www.tourismus-vs.de

im
Schwarz
wald

Vöhrenbach
Stadt der Linachtalsperre

  

Villingen-Schwenningen
Rietgasse 2 • 78050 Villingen-Schwenningen 
Tel. +49 (0) 77 21 / 82 23 40 
Fax +49 (0) 77 21 / 82 23 47 
tourist-info@villingen-schwenningen.de 
www.tourismus-vs.de

Unterkirnach is a resort with particularly good air in the middle of the Nature Park southern 
Black Forest located at a height of 800 - 1000 m and has great, high spruce forests, clean spring 
water, relaxingly murmuring creeks and a friendly life style in a great landscape. Discover the 
cyclist’s paradise on your bike. Dive into our traditional history. Learn about orchestrions, old mills 
and the lived culture in our nice and cozy Black Forest village. Throughout the year you can relax, 
do some sports and enjoy life here. While you are relaxing in the pool your children or grandchild-
ren can play in the unique indoor playground. Go on a discovering tour and find out about the 
theme path „How does water live“. Our restaurants and cafés with their local flair have local spe-
cialities on offer. Enjoy our hospitality while you are eating an original Black Forest “Metervesper” 
and drinking a glass of wine. While you are staying with us you can use the local public transport 
free of charge in the whole Black Forest. 

Villingen-Schwenningen – The city with Baden as well as Württemberger roots stands for far 
more than an excellent quality of life. Event-Tour: Villingen is attractive due to its countless 
sights and here you can still enjoy the postcard idyll. Past murmuring creeks, through picturesque 
alley ways of the historical city centre. The Baden part of the city is filled with history and stories. 
Schwenningen as well, once it was the biggest clock making town, but time did not stand still 
here. Here a villa from the times of the founders, there a modern-day building – the duet between 
tradition and progress is well-combined. Enjoy nature: Villingen-Schwenningen has great 
natural surroundings and offers many outdoor activities. The local and national hiking paths and 
cycle paths (e.g. Neckar-Valley-Cycle-Path, the 3-Valley-Cycle path or the Donau-Cycle-Path) in 
and around Villingen-Schwenningen offer active relaxation. Those feeling the desire to discover 
the area have many possibilities to do so: Black Forest, Lake Constance, the Alsace and many more 
attractive regions.

Vöhrenbach – a small town where relaxation and peace and quietness can still be enjoyed 
in an idyllic landscape where there are still unspoiled spots. The silent valleys are ideal for long 
walks and hikes. It is a paradise for hikers and cyclists and those who like fly fishing. The Linach 
Dam is also a true attraction. It is a cultural monument of national importance. It was restored in 
2006/2007 and is in full use again and forms a popular attraction for guests. The Bruderkirchle, 
the clockmaker’s house, the ruins of the Neufürstenberg and the baroque church in Urach are also 
worth a visit. New: Our guests have free admission to the heated outdoor pool and the indoor pool 
“Aqualino” in the next village Unterkirnach with the Vöhrenbach Guest Card. 

Altitude: Min. 620, Max. 1111

Königsfeld – Thanks to its special location on a plateau protected from wind the 
natural forest and solar community Königsfeld is rated a climatic health resort. An 
ideal place to renew energy and to start everyday life relaxed. Nature and sports: 
10 tennis courts, indoor tennis, tennis courses, 18-hole golf court, Solara – bathing 
and nature sport park, indoor pool, Kneipp water basins, 250 km of hiking paths, 
cross-country ski runs, cycling paths,  farms hiking route and mills hiking route, a 
SonnenErlebnisPfad (sun-experience route) and a Nordic walking park. Art and 
culture: The Albert Schweitzer House, a forum for information and communication 
with an exhibition that documents the life and works of the family Schweitzer 
in their former home. Health and wellness: Three clinics, a spa park, medical 
institutions and a spa and therapy centre complete the natural prerequisites. NEW: 
Solara – bathing and nature sport-park with a water slide of 50 m, children’s pool 
area, mountain biker and BMX terrain, street hockey and street ball area, climbing 
paradise and many more attractions.

Bad Liebenzell

iH3 Tourist-Information
Kurhausdamm 2-4 • 75378 Bad Liebenzell
Tel. +49 (0) 70 52 / 4 08 -0  
Fax +49 (0) 70 52 / 4 08 -108
info@bad-liebenzell.de • www.bad-liebenzell.de

Quelle neuer Lebenslust

BAD LIEBENZELL

 
Bad Liebenzell, located in the picturesque Nagold Valley, is the city of water and 
health. Ever since the 15th century Bad Liebenzell has been well-known for its spas. 
Health and wellness are of particular importance all through the year: bubbling, 
fresh mineral-thermal water from the spa make you feel great. In the Paracelsus-
Therme with adjoining sauna Pinea you can really relax. The rocky steam grotto 
with waterfall, the sun terrace, the spacious outdoor area and the various saunas 
make your visit well-remembered. Hiking and cycling are only a small part of 
offer on activities. Try Nordic walking, playing golf on the 18-hole golf course or 
discover Nagold while you’re fly fishing. In the nature park Monbach Valley you can 
experience a wild-romantic nature. Breathing fresh air, relaxing without stress in 
warm sun beams and listening to the forest: a real natural paradise! The idyllic spa 
park is located on the banks of the Nagold. Special attractions are the Pharmacists‘ 
Garden, the Planet Footpath or the new spa park experience lighting. Let yourself 
be enchanted by this unique atmosphere.

Climatic spa • altitude: min. 312, max. 687

Hours of operation

High season: 
July to September

Daily 9:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m.
(last trip up or down the mountain)

Low season: 
May to June and
October to November

Daily 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
(last trip up or down the mountain)

Contact:   Feldbergbahn  |  79868 Feldberg  |  Tel: 0 76 76 / 9 40 91 10  |  info@feldbergbahn.de  |  www.feldbergbahn.de (with live webcam)

Fancy view!
• Fascinating panorama
• Untouched nature
•  Walk the “Feldberg-Steig” 

premium hiking route
• Traditional mountain huts

Cities & villages: Mitten im Schwarzwald: Königsfeld • Unterkirnach • Villingen-Schwenningen • Vöhrenbach Cities & villages: Bad Liebenzell
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Enztal 

iF/G3 Touristik Bad Wildbad
König-Karl-Str. 5 • 75323 Bad Wildbad
Tel. +49 (0)70 81 / 10 28 0 • Fax +49 (0) 70 81 / 10 29 0
touristik@bad-wildbad.de
www.enztal.de

Enztal-Experience between firs and spas
Embedded in soft meadows and fir trees and between Pforzheim and Freuden-
stadt directly on the border of Germany’s largest upland moor nature reserve the 
Upper Enz Valley is located. In the Black Forest village Enzklösterle, the spa town 
Bad Wildbad and the resort Höfen on the Enz you will have plenty of leisure-time 
activities and facilities to relax. The spas of Bad Wildbad have been well-known for 
a long time at already as a “Health Source”: Relax in the Vital Therme with sauna 
and Aqua-Fitness and enjoy the special atmosphere in the Moorish bathing temple 
Palais Thermal. Whether on foot or by mountain bike or by touring bike, on skis or 
with a comfortable electric-driven bike the Black Forest can be actively discovered! 
The summer toboggan run, the climbing garden in the forest and the Adventure-
Golf-park in Enzklösterle promise a thrill and lots of fun!
Our testing offer, the “Enz Valley mini trip”: 
3 days, 2 nights, already from 91,- € / person!
Including: welcoming drink, 1x admission to Vital Therme, 1x admission to Palais 
Thermal, 1x visit the Krippena2000 with the largest hand-carved Christmas crib of 
the world, 1x Black Forest coffee table, a small gift.
Try it yourself! We are looking forward to your visit!

Climatic spa • altitude: min. 450, max. 950

Offenburg 

iC6 Stadtinformation im BürgerBüro 
Fischmarkt 2 • 77652 Offenburg
Tel. +49 (0) 7 81 / 82 20 00 • Fax +49 (0) 7 81 / 82 72 51
info@offenburg.de
www.offenburg.de • www.offenburg-tourist.de

Offenburg – vivid and appealing
Offenburg is a city with many sights to be discovered: The Baroque town hall, the 
Königshof, the Kreuz church and the atmosphere of the façades on the Fishmarket 
unite the architectural designs of several centuries. Attractive shops, cozy cafés and 
the weekly market invite the guests to visit Offenburg and take in the atmosphere.

Wine city Offenburg: Offenburg, in the centre of the wine paradise Ortenau 
tempts you with high-quality wines. In the direct vicinity high-quality grapes ripen 
on sunny vineyard hills, with wide views over the Rhine Valley up to the Strasbourg 
Minster and into the Vosges – even Goethe went into raptures over the Ortenau.

Free time: Ideal conditions for cycling fans: Both mountain bike tours on the 
steep Black Forest hills as well as comfortable cycling tours through the valley are 
possible. The Wine Hiking Route lies idyllically between the vines. Apart from this 
Offenburg likes to have parties and festivals: whether at Carnival or at the wine 
festival of the Ortenau in September. Offenburg shows itself romantically in the 
Advent season when the city centre is illuminated by hundreds of Christmas trees 
and the Christmas market becomes a special event due to its large ice-skating rink.

Altitude: Min. 142, Max. 690

Lift me up.
To a height of 1284 m on Germany‘s longest cable car • www.schauinslandbahn.de • Info phone +49 761 4511-777 

       

Cities & villages: Enztal: Bad Wildbad • Enzklösterle • Höfen Cities & villages: Offenburg

16.4. – 30.10.2011
www.freiburg.de/museen
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Oberkirch und Lautenbach

iD5/6

At the entrance to the Rench Valley the towns Oberkirch and Lautenbach promise 
eventful and relaxing holidays. In the sunny landscape of the middle Black Forest the 
guest can enjoy the variety of city-life and the country idyll: pure nature between 
vines, fruit trees and endless forests as well as varied and unique cultural events 
throughout the year. Culinary highlights tempt the guest in many varieties: The 
high-quality gastronomy spoils the palate with specialities from the traditional 
Baden cuisine. Great wines known and distinguished all over Germany from the 
Oberkirch wine-growing cooperative and private wine-growing estates as well as 
high-quality liquors and liqueurs from 891 regional distilleries. On well-signposted 
paths the hikers and mountain bikers can discover the Rench Valley on their own. 
Whether you would like to go on little excursions through the vines or tours up onto 
the mountains – for every difficulty the region has the ideal solution. The ruins of 
the castle Schauenburg near Oberkirch is definitely worth seeing. It offers a great 
view over the town and the Rhine Valley up to Strasbourg. The old town centre with 
picturesque half-timbered houses offers a great backdrop for a stroll. The late-gothic 
pilgrimage church “Mariä Krönung” in Lautenbach with its glass painting and shrine 
altars is also worth visiting. 

Altitude: Min. 194, Max. 875

Tourist-Information Oberkirch 
Bahnhofstr. 16 • 77704 Oberkirch 
Tel. +49 (0) 78 02 / 82 60 0  
Fax +49 (0) 78 02 / 82 61 9 
touristinfo@oberkirch.de 
www.oberkirch.de • www.lautenbach-renchtal.de

iA12

Bad Bellingen
Tourist-Information
Badstraße 14 • 79415 Bad Bellingen
Tel. +49 (0) 76 35 / 8 08 -220 • Fax +49 (0) 76 35 / 8 08 -290
info@bad-bellingen.de • www.bad-bellingen.de

The idyllic spa village of Bad Bellingen is located at the foot of the Black Forest in the 
sunny Margrave Country one of the warmest regions in Germany and borders on France 
and Switzerland. Bad Bellingen is especially well-known for its effective mineral-thermal 
spa. An Indoor and outdoor pool with a total of 1000 m² water surface, a 600 m² large 
sauna park and the Balinea Dead-Sea salt grotto invite you to do something for your 
health. In addition to this enticing wellness and beauty offers like massages, Ayurveda 
treatments, cosmetics, hairdresser and special package offers will make your stay to a 
first-class experience. The Bad Bellingen bare-feet park with its various stations in the 
natural part of the spa park is a popular experience for young and old. Whether you are 
interested in active sports, passionate golf, culture or culinary highlights, hiking, biking 
or just relaxing – Bad Bellingen has something on offer for everyone and it’s the ideal 
starting point for excursions into the surrounding area – Free local public transport 
thanks to our KONUS guest card.

Climatic spa • altitude: min. 225, max. 270

Baden-Baden 
iE3 Baden-Baden Kur & Tourismus GmbH

Solmsstraße 1 • 76530 Baden-Baden
Tel. +49 (0) 72 21 / 27 52 00 • Fax +49 (0) 72 21 / 27 52 02
info@baden-baden.com
www.baden-baden.com

The elegant, international spa and culture city Baden-Baden surrounded by the soft hills 
of the Black Forest with its enchanting atmosphere and exclusive lifestyle is a paradise for 
those who love to enjoy themselves at a high level of quality. Both thermal spas the modern 
Caracalla Spa and the historical “Friedrichsbad” as well as various exclusive wellness hotels 
promise the guests relaxation and a fi rst-rate wellness feeling.
The more than 350-year old and 3 km long beautiful park and garden “Lichtentaler Allee”– 
a piece of art out of trees, fountains and fl owers – is just enchanting as the stylish art and 
cultural mile with its theatre, Europe’s second-largest concert and opera house – the “Fest-
spielhaus”, the “Kurhaus”, the famous Casino, the Museum Frieder Burda, the city museum in 
the Alleehaus and the more than 760-year old Cistercian convent Lichtenthal.

High-quality events invite guests from all over the world. Whether Dinner-Night-Shows, 
large balls, open-air concerts, international horse races, international vintage-car meetings 
– Baden-Baden has a wide variety of exceptional events for an unforgettable stay.

Discover the very special atmosphere of Baden-Baden.
We are looking forward to your visit!

Spa • altitude: min. 126, max. 1004

Baiersbronn

iE/F6 Baiersbronn Touristik
Rosenplatz 3 • 72270 Baiersbronn
Tel. +49 (0) 74 42 / 8 41 40 • Fax +49 (0) 74 42 / 84 14 48
info@baiersbronn.de 
www.baiersbronn.de

In unison with nature – Baiersbronn is an experience! In the middle of the northern Black 
Forest the holiday town promises its guests heavenly holidays. The Baiersbronn hiking 
paradise extends over the soft Black Forest hills to wide valley. Here you can still have 
unspoiled nature experiences in a beautiful landscape. Experience footpaths lead to char-
coal burners, smiths and raftsmen and give an interesting insight into a long-forgotten 
way of life and traditions. Tradition is of a particular importance in Baiersbronn. Theatre, 
music, cabaret and festivals keep the traditions alive in front of a great natural backdrop. 
Baiersbronn with its 7 Michelin stars is Germany’s culinary capital. Local quality is of the 
utmost importance in the countless restaurants and can be experienced in the many 
hiking huts surrounding Baiersbronn.

Impressing nature experiences are always the first step to relaxation: which is why 
active holiday makers, those looking for a wellness treat and especially families are 
well-taken care of here, if they are looking for a bit of exercise in fresh air and high-quality 
enjoyment.

Climatic spa • altitude: min. 457, max. 1154

Cities & villages: Oberkirch • Lautenbach Cities & villages: Bad Bellingen • Baden-Baden • Baiersbronn
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Welcome to Baden

Have you been dreaming of new inspiring 
experiences? If so, just come on board and 

disembark at the stunningly beauti ful Southern 
German district of Baden. We’re here to show 
you just how many things there are to explore, 
all within easy reach of Karlsruhe / Baden-Baden 
Airport (FKB).
Whether travelling by rental car, public transport, 
shuttle bus or taxi – what awaits you is an area 
buzzing with cultural diversity, unique country-
side and many exciting activities. All you need 
to do is book a � ight to Baden!

� y-baden is a tourism cooperative launched 
for air passengers by Karlsruhe / Baden-Baden 
Airport (FKB), the cities of Baden-Baden, 
Karlsruhe, Rastatt, the Black Forest region 
and Europa-Park.

www.fl y-baden.com
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Blumberg

iF/G11 Tourist-Info
Hauptstraße 52 • 78176 Blumberg
Tel. +49 (0) 77 02 / 5 12 03 • Fax +49 (0) 77 02 / 5 12 22 
touristinfo@stadt-blumberg.de 
www.BahnWanderLand.de • www.stadt-blumberg.de • www.sauschwaenzlebahn.de

The Sauschwänzlebahn in the Train-Hiking-Country Blumberg
Enjoy the unspoiled nature offered by the idyllically located Blumberg surrounded by the 
Black Forest, Lake Constance and Switzerland. The old steam-engine operated museum 
train winds through the wild-romantic Wutach Valley over spectacular viaducts in 
many meandering loops and Germany’s unique circular-curved tunnel. Pay a visit to the 
Blumberg Railway museum and the signal box from 1886. There you will receive a lot of 
information about German railway history and the Sauschwänzlebahn. 
Our tip: Go for a hike along the Railway Trail and the Railway hiking trail through the 
Wutachflühe and ride back with the Sauschwänzlebahn!
Timetable 2010: Train rides from April 30 – October 23, 2011 always on Wednesday, 
Saturday and Sunday and from August 4 – September 8 Thursdays as well.
But Blumberg has more in store for its guests: Tours into the unspoiled Wutach gor-
ge and the Schluchtensteig, nordic walking arena, connection with the cycler’s paradise 
Black Forest and Alb, water fun in the Panorama swimming pool.

Climatic spa • altitude: min. 538, max. 916

Bühl-Bühlertal

iD/E4 Tourist-Information Bühl
Hauptstraße 92 • 77815 Bühl
Tel. +49 (0) 72 23 / 93 53 32 • Fax +49 (0) 72 23 / 93 53 39
tourist.info@buehl.de
www.buehl.de

Holiday region between the Black Forest, Rhine and vines
A stay in our fantastic landscape on the Baden Wine Route means breathing fresh air in 
the midst of an unspoiled nature and joie de vivre with nice local people. Our holiday regi-
on in the nature park Black Forest offers strollers, hikers and cyclists attractive free-time 
activities. Flowering fruit trees in springtime, countless traditional festivals in summer, 
grape harvest in the autumn and winter sports on the Schwarzwaldhochstrasse – here 
every season has its beauty. The idyllic inner city of Bühl with many old buildings invites 
the guest to take a stroll. For your accommodation we have countless hotels, guesthouses, 
holiday flats and B&B at your disposal. Excellent restaurants and inns with a traditional 
local kitchen offer a varied choice completed by Baden wines. Its central location makes 
Bühl an ideal starting point for excursions e.g. to Baden-Baden, Strasbourg, into the 
Alsace and the EuropaPark. Bühl is situated directly at the motorway A5, it has a train 
station and at a few minutes distance to the airport Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden.

Altitude: Min. 123, Max. 1038

iF6

Dornstetten
Tourist-Information / Kulturamt 
Marktplatz 2 • 72280 Dornstetten
Tel. +49 (0)74 43 / 96 20 30 • Fax +49 (0) 74 43 / 96 20 99
info@dornstetten.de
www.dornstetten.de

Dornstetten – Discover with all senses
On a narrow mountain ridge in the adminitrative district of Freudenstadt is Dornstetten 
located on the German Fachwerkstraße (Half-Timbered Houses route) – more than 1000 
years of exciting history in the north of the Black Forest. Today it is above all captivating 
due to its historic city centre with restored half-timbered houses. A tour through the city 
centre in this enchanting scenery lets history come back to life again. The large collection 
of the museum of local history with art gallery off ers an insight into the life of our 
ancestors just like the individual exhibition in the dolls and toys museum. The guests will 
fi nd rest, relaxation and a well-signposted cycling and hiking network as well as a quality 
cross-country ski run in the districts Hallwangen (health resort with particularly good 
air) and Aach. In the summer time the bare feet park in Hallwangen is a well-known 
attraction for all ages. Let us make you an individual group off er with competent guides.

Climatic spa • altitude: min. 600, max. 715

iE9

Ferienland Schwarzwald
Ferienland Schwarzwald 
Franz-Schubert-Straße 3 • 78141 Schönwald  
Tel. +49 (0) 77 22 / 86 08 31 • Fax +49 (0) 77 22 / 86 08 34 
mail@schoenwald.net 
www.ferienland-schwarzwald.de

Welcome to Ferienland Schwarzwald

Triberg • Schonach • Schönwald • Furtwangen • St. Georgen

All guests of the holiday region get free of charge:
•  Transport in local public transport in the Black Forest 
•  Admission to 2 indoor pools
•  Admission to 5 outdoor pools
•  9 ski lifts
•  Museums
•  Mini golf 
 
Please order our free travel guide of the Black Forest.

Altitude: Min. 800, Max. 1200

iC10

Freiburg im Breisgau
Freiburg Wirtschaft Touristik und Messe GmbH & Co.KG 
Rathausgasse 33 • 79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 7 61 / 38 81 -880 • Fax +49 (0) 7 61 / 3 70 03
touristik@fwtm.freiburg.de
www.freiburg.de

Freiburg – Black Forest metropolis in the country triangle 
Germany – France – Switzerland

Freiburg is the sunniest and most southern big city of Germany with about 220.000 
inhabitants and is located directly at the foot of the Black Forest embedded in 
a fascinating landscape. As an important location for education, science and 
sustainability Freiburg belongs to the Trinational Metropolitan Region Upper Rhine 
and is world-wide known as the “Green City”. Its landmark being the Cathedral and 
the historic city centre with its romantic alley ways (Gässle) it invites its guests to 
discover the various facets of a varied city. Whether you want to go for a shopping 
stroll, take part in an exciting guided city tour, enjoy the Baden cuisine and Baden 
wines or just enjoy the panoramic view from the Schlossberg… Freiburg leaves you 
nothing more to wish for.
Feel free to discover our city: We are looking forward to your visit!

Altitude: Min. 196, Max. 1284

iE 8

Hornberg
Tourist-Information
Bahnhofstrasse 1-3 • 78132 Hornberg
Tel. +49 (0) 78 33 / 7 93 44 • Fax +49 (0) 78 33 / 7 93 29
tourist-info@hornberg.de • www.hornberg.de

The resort Hornberg with its village parts Niederwasser and Reichenbach is located 
surrounded by forests and meadows in the heart of the Black Forest.  The town Hornberg 
is reachable comfortably by train on the well-known Black Forest railway line and is the 
town of the “Hornberger Schießen” the ideal starting point for all kinds of activities and 
excursions. With a newly designed town centre Hornberg has become an interesting town 
for shopping and strolling. Visit the Schlossberg with the gun powder magazine which is 
located high up above the town and offers a great view on the impressing viaduct and the 
Black Forest railway line – which looks almost like a living model railway. The Hornberger 
Uhrenspiele (moving clock figures) in Niederwasser and the Duravit Design Center with 
the 12m high WC as s look-out platform are sights worth seeing. From June till august the 
open-air theatre shows a play about the history of the “Hornberger Schießen” as well as a 
changing murder mystery and a family play. Well signposted tracks like the Miller’s hiking 
path (Mühlenwanderweg) and the varied Nordic walking tours will present you the beauti-
ful surrounding area of Hornberg. Cyclists get their money’s worth on the Kinzig Valley cycle 
path that extends from Offenburg to Freudenstadt and has a length of 95 km. 

Altitude: Min. 330, Max. 996

Cities & villages: Blumberg • Bühl-Bühlertal • Dornstetten Cities & villages: Ferienland Schwarzwald: Furtwangen • Schönwald • Schonach • St.Georgen • Triberg  • Freiburg im Breisgau 
• Hornberg
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iA/B9

Kaiserstuhl-Tuniberg
Kaiserstuhl-Tuniberg Tourismus e.V.
Marktplatz 16 • 79206 Breisach am Rhein 
Tel. +49 (0) 76 67 / 94 01 55 • Fax +49 (0) 76 67 / 94 01 58 
info@kaiserstuhl.cc • www.kaiserstuhl.cc

The region Kaiserstuhl-Tuniberg is situated between the Black Forest and the Rhine river 
which is here the border to France. It is one of Germany’s warmest and sunniest parts and 
well-known for its highly praised wines and cuisine. 

The unique flora and fauna make the Kaiserstuhl-Tuniberg a genuine treasure trove for 
vacationers interested in geology or botany. Discover the varied countryside on foot along 
the fairly new theme paths or by bicycle on the Kaiserstuhl cycling trail. 
Charming towns and picturesque wine villages invite you for a stroll. One of the many 
wine festivals that take place from May until October could be the perfect backdrop for 
your visit.

The region is also a good starting point for excursions to the Black Forest, 
the Alsace/France and Basel/Switzerland. 

Altitude: Min. 180, Max. 557

iF1

Karlsruhe
Touristinformation 
Bahnhofplatz 6 • 76137 Karlsruhe
Tel. +49 (0) 7 21 / 37 20 -53 83 • Fax +49 (0) 7 21 / 37 20 -53 85
tourismus@kmkg.de
www.karlsruhe-tourism.de

Karlsruhe has diversity! The Fan City, known as the „Residence of Justice“ due to the 
Federal Constitutional Court and the German Federal Supreme Court of Justice, is 
the ideal holiday destination for families, culture lovers and those who know how 
to enjoy life: Countless green areas and the Karlsruhe Zoo are attractive places to 
go for walks and relax. The pedestrian precinct and one of the largest shopping 
centre‘s in southern Germany offer endless shopping fun. Various restaurants and 
cafés spoil the guests with regional and international cuisine. The Baden State 
Theatre, the ZKM l Centre for Art and Media Technology and the State Artikel 
Gallery are part of the large cultural offer waiting to be discovered. The FEST, one 
of the largest open-air events of Germany, and the European Heritage Days are the 
highlights of the region. The market place with its pyramid in the classical style of 
its builder Friedrich Weinbrenner is also worth a visit. The most striking feature of 
the city: The founder of the city had the city streets built in the form of a fan with 
the palace as its centre piece. Karlsruhe is therefore known as the Fan City.

Altitude: Min. 103, Max. 321

iD5

Sasbachwalden
Kurverwaltung 
Talstraße 51 • 77887 Sasbachwalden
Tel. +49 (0) 78 41 / 10 35 • Fax +49 (0) 78 41 / 2 36 82
info@sasbachwalden.de
www.sasbachwalden.de

The holiday region Sasbachwalden is beautifully located on the sunny western hill 
side of the Hornisgrinde. The Kneipp and climatic health resort is lovingly called 
“Saschwalle” and has been rated more than once as most beautiful village of 
Germany extends over 4 different climatic zones. You can enjoy the beauty of the 
village centre that is under the preservation order with its half-timbered houses ad-
orned with flowers or go for a hike in the highland area or do one of the countless 
other outdoor-activities. Culinary delights are of course also on offer in the twenty 
restaurants from the Weinstub’ with local flair to the high-quality restaurant with 
Michelin-Star. By the way our wines of the Alde-Gott-Winzer eG are awarded prizes 
every year. 
Families can really relax in Sasbachwalden. The village has dedicated itself 
especially to families and has been the award winner more than once in the state 
competition “Family-Friendly Holidays” and therefore it has an infrastructure espe-
cially for this target group. Experience the Black Forest romantically, traditionally, in 
its variety and just relax. We are looking forward to your visit!

Climatic spa • altitude: Min. 180, Max. 1164

iC12

Todtmoos
Tourist-Info
Wehratalstraße 19 • 79682 Todtmoos
Tel. +49 (0)76 74 / 90 60 -0 • Fax +49 (0) 76 74 / 90 60 -25
info@todtmoos.net
www.todtmoos.de

In the heart of the Southern Black Forest extends a natural and unspoiled landscape 
that is so romantically beautiful you almost dare not to believe your eyes. 
Visit Todtmoos and we’ll take you on a fantastically beautiful trip through the 
attractive Black Forest country side. With us your holiday will become a true nature-
experience. You will enjoy great views and walk through wild-romantic gorges 
with natural paths. You will discover fl owers on meadows with fantastic fragrances 
and gigantic, majestic fi r trees. Small creeks that murmur make you forget your 
everyday life. Breathe the Black Forest fresh air and renew your energy; you will 
feel the diff erence at once! With its picturesque town centre, the inviting shops and 
family-friendly hosts Todtmoos refl ects joie de vivre and naturalness. 
Our restaurants take care of your culinary desires! Our natural and cultural 
treasures: 100 km hiking routes, mountain bike network, Nordic walking routes, 
pilgrimage church, mine, museum of local history. TIP: International dog-sled 
racing always takes place on the last weekend in January.

Climatic spa • altitude: Min. 663, Max. 1263

ZweiTälerLand

iD8/C9 ZweiTälerLand Tourismus
Im Bahnhof Bleibach • 79261 Gutach im Breisgau 
Tel. +49 (0) 76 85 / 1 94 33 • Fax +49 (0) 76 85 / 9 08 89 -89 
info@zweitaelerland.de 
www.zweitaelerland.de

The holiday region with the villlages Biederbach, Elzach, Gutach im Breisgau, Simonswald, Waldkirch, 
Winden im Elztal. 

Our location: southern Black Forest bordering on France and Switzerland
area 270 km² • perfect infrastructure 

Where to stay and where to eat: 200 hotels, inns, guesthouses, farms, apartments and campsites • 150 
restaurants and cafés

Our highlights: 800 km of hiking paths with high-quality hiking trail, interesting theme walks • 400 
km cycle path including 330 km mountain bike trails • natural experience “Treetop walk” with giant tube 
slide, boat hire, adventure playground, Black Forest zoo • free admission to outdoor pools, the Black Forest 
zoo and museums with the KONUS visitor’s card • centre of the barrel organs with an International Organ 
Festival • large offer of leisure and cultural activities, winter sports 

Our contribution to a healthy environment: free use of public transportation in the Black Forest with KONUS

Our service: information and reservation service for accommodations, holiday packages, brochure service

Altitude: Min. 243, Max. 1243

iC12

Wolfach
Tourist-Info Wolfach
Hauptstr. 41 • 77709 Wolfach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 34 / 83 53 53 • Fax +49 (0) 78 34 / 83 53 59
wolfach@wolfach.de
www.wolfach.de

Resorts with particularly good air between 250 – 900m, Main towns 260 and 300. 
The townscape of Wolfach is marked by the palace and the high-rising town hall 
with its frescos. The”Untere Tor” forms the entrance to the spacious main street. Now 
as the bypass has been completed the main street is again the market street and 
the street for fairs as in the old days. Countless shops and cafés attract the guests 
to stroll around and to go for a cup of coffee. The districts of Wolfach  Kirnbach and 
Kinzigtal with their big farmhouses are the ideal completion to the busy town life. 
Kirnbach is one of the home towns of the famous Bollenhut traditional costume. 
Special tourist attractions are the visitor’s mine Grube Wenzel in Oberwolfach, one 
of the most productive silver mines of Europe and the Mineral and Mathematics 
museum with main emphasis on minerals from the Black Forest. But you can also go 
fishing in the Wolf as well a play tennis or mini golf. Oberwolfach has great condi-
tions for mountain bikers, hikers or those who like to go Nordic walking. The Kinzig 
Valley cycle path starts at the town hall and takes you to the Rhine if you want.

Climatic spa • altitude: Min. 250, Max. 900

Cities & villages: Kaiserstuhl-Tuniberg: Bahlingen a.K. • Bötzingen a.K. • Breisach a.Rh. • Eichstetten a.K. • Endingen a.K. • Gotten-
heim • Ihringen a.K. • March • Merdingen • Riegel a.K. • Sasbach a.K. • Vogtsburg i.K. • Whyl a.K. • Karlsruhe • Sasbachwalden

Cities & villages: Todtmoos • Wolfach • ZweiTälerLand:  Biederbach, Elzach, Gutach im Breisgau, Simonswald, Waldkirch, 
Winden im Elztal


